
 

 

Royal Welsh Yacht Club 
 

Minutes of the Management Committee Meeting held in the Club and on Zoom 
Thursday 29th June 2023. Please note a copy of all reports submitted are appended to the 
minutes. 
 
Members present: 
Tom Edge   (TE)  Commodore 
Jan Edge   (JE)  Regalia / Minutes Secretary 
Clive Haycock   (CH)  Committee Member 
Chris Jones   (CJ)  Sailing Secretary 
 
On Zoom 
Jane Crowther   (JC)  Treasurer 
Frank Smykowski  (FS)  Rear Commodore 
Keith Belfield   (KB)  Secretary 
 
Apologies: 
David Richardson  (DR)  Southern Squadron 
Bethan Majski   (BM)  Committee Member 
Kate Jones   (KJ)  Committee Member 
Linda Park   (LP)  Social Secretary 
Julie Lewis   (JL)  Assistant Social Secretary 
Daniel Hanlon   (DH)  Membership Secretary 
Sarah Roberts   (SR)  Vice Commodore 
Iwan Rees Jones  (IRJ)  Committee Member 
 
Did not attend 
If you cannot attend, please offer apologies 
Elin Dillon   (ED)  Committee Member 
 
 
Approval of Minutes of meeting held on 27th April 2023 
 
Proposed: Keith Belfield, Seconded: Frank Smykowski - Passed Unanimously 
 
Conflict of Interest : None 
 
Matters arising – see action list 
 

1. Circulation of Operating Procedures to Management Committee Done 

2. Flagpole – Gaff has been returned, work party organised  Completed 

3. Incorporation – List of Directors Outstanding 

4. List of Assets in Mezzanine to be prepared. Outstanding 

5. Work parties for Flagpole, Projector Screen and Access Gate Sorted 

6. Letter to King after coronation and reply received. Done 

7. Club logo – to be agreed with Brodwaith Done 

8 Building Project – Design Team Co-ordination. AW/CADW 
Access scoping document. 

Ongoing 

9. Waste Disposal – Bins delivered and in operation Done 



 

 

10. Tegerty Bar improvement Outstanding 

11. Webcams - FS to speak to Mark Walton Proceed 

12. Electrical Work – new fuse box – to be done CH 

13. Plaster / Leakage from roof – circulate new quotation See report FS 

14. Roof and Barbican railings work – work party See report FS 

15. LALA Rally organisation In hand 

16. New cash register to incorporate membership cards See report KB 

17.. Recording of Whaley Boat usage Sheet in Vic Dock 

18. Insurance to be renewed with Gallaghers. Check on “loss of 
income” and insurance clauses. 

Done 

19. Proceed with Membership Mojo – need current members list 
URGENT. 

KB/DH 

Needs dealing with 

20. Update list of members email addresses – approx. 25% social 
members.  Check actual percentage allowed by the constitution 
– 33%  

DH 

Needs dealing with 

21. Welsh translation for Honesty Box Still outstanding 

22. Completion of Kitchen catering forms and letter for outside 
caterers to advise on food allergies. GCC letter to LP/JL/SR 

LP/JL/SR/TE 

Still outstanding 

23. Stainless steel pans delivered apart from frying pan JE 

24. Update website with rowing information Outstanding SR 

25. Failure notice to be issued when email is wrong / bounced back. Outstanding FS 

26. Yearbook - review of content to reduce cost. Outstanding FS/TE 

 

6. Health & Safety Issues 
 
TE has written to Insurers regarding Woman falling down the stairs.  The Accident Report 
Sheet needs to be incorporated into the operating procedures. 
 

7. Letter from HMRC re CASC 
 
HMRC are asking for amendments to our Constitution and we have 60 days to respond.  TE to 
check with Liam what was sent to HMRC. 
 

8. Sea Cadets 
 
TE met the area commander to view the Tegerty Bar and Snooker Room, but they would want 
the whole of the Snooker Room which would pose a problem for our storage of beer barrels 
etc. CH said it was not reasonable for us to clear the Snooker Room. 
JC of the opinion that it was too small, we would be constantly clearing up after them, things 
would get broken and youngsters and alcohol do not mix. 
From our point of view TE felt that having youngsters as part of the Club would help with grant 
applications. 
Options were discussed: 
We could provide rowing support if rowers willing to get involved, however Sea Cadets have 
their own rowing boats. 
Offer Tegerty Bar as a classroom for land based activities. 



 

 

Put a racking system and/or mezzanine floor in Snooker Room to share storage, but isolate 
the beer barrels from Sea Cadet space. 
Plas Menai was discussed but they would want money. 
Beics Antur have a large room which might be a possibility but we would have to speak to 
them. 
CJ was of the opinion that taking this on might prove difficult to control in the future. 
 

9. Functions 
 
For LP to deal with. 
 

11. CADW 
 
See Commodore’s report. 
 

12. Letter from Royal Perth YC 
 
TE has asked for details of the visit 9/10th September. 
 

13. SCYC email re Second Homes Council Tax Increase 
 
It was felt that RWYC should not get involved as the Club should remain apolitical. 
 

14. PDSC Combined Dinner 
 
PDSC have suggested we hold a combined dinner dance in November 2024 as they have a 
fixed booking at the Celtic Royal. More discussion required. 
 
A team racing event was suggested as a way of bringing the 2 clubs together. 
 
 

Officers Reports - See Addendum 

COMMODORE 
 

Ruth Iliffe of the RYA is leaving her post tomorrow. 

 

4 Chairs have been donated to Keith and Eda but Richard Pritchard has not bought any of the 

rest. 

 

VICE COMMODORE 
 
ROWING 
 
See Rowing Report 

 
REAR COMMODORE 
 
1. New cistern in the toilet – the valve has been half closed so that we can see how 

much water is used in the next water bill. 
 

 

2. The quote for sanding off the rust was a bit steep so we should get a working 
party to do it. 

FS 



 

 

The plastering element needs to be done so another price will be sought. 
 

3. CCTV works OK but we could do with another camera overlooking the landing 
using an extension from the light cable. It was agreed that FS should purchase 
another camera. 
 

FS 

4. Signs are needed but need to look professional.  Clarification was needed as to 
what the signs should say eg “Members, Guests and Visiting Yacht Crews”. An 
important sign was “Please be careful on the stairs”  FS to send examples to the 
Committee for discussion. 
 

FS 

5. Another big event coming up LALA Rally and FS not able to help behind the Bar.  
Need to involve Graeme to come up with at least 4 volunteers for bar staff and 6-8 
people to help with catering. 
Bar staff need to be trained as there have been complaints from customers. 
Call should be made to social members to help behind the bar. 
 

GM 
TE 

6. Food Festival – If we do this again we should not be turning members away.  A 
strategy is required. 
 

 

7. Whaley Boat – a sheet for signing in is in the Dock Master’s office, Victoria Dock. 
 

 

8. FS to order car stickers but Ian Park has suggested larger stickers for use on the 
boats. 
 

 

9. A local author, Paul Rees, wants to have a book signing at the Club and has 
asked to become a member. 
This led to a discussion about who is eligible to propose new members. 
Only full members of 3 years standing can propose members.  Since we are 
reaching the limit for social members TE to remind the membership of the rules. 
It was suggested that an informal interview system be instigated to ascertain what 
level of commitment and experience a new member has. 
 

TE 

10. Garry Jones who works for the Caernarvon Harbour Trust would like to offer his 
services to help with building work but has asked for honorary membership in 
return.  Since members volunteer their services, this was rejected and he should 
join the Club to help with jobs like painting etc or we can ask what his charges 
would be. 
 

FS 

 

SECRETARY 
 

1. Cash Register Update 
A Software update for our existing till would cost £300 with card reader £100.  This 
would allow us to identify members and give them a discount. A more expensive 
system £1200 would link to the payment system as a stock control.  
 
When we are CASC registered, we will need to keep records of money coming in. 
 
During the Food Festival, the attraction was cheap drink, but in many other Clubs all 
members get a discount, whilst non-members pay full price. 
 
KB pointed out that there are issues with conforming to HMRC requirements and 
Incorporation, whereby we must be able to distinguish between income from full 
member, social member or visitor and this information would be on the membership 



 

 

card.  It was felt that Graeme should be consulted but ultimately the Committee make 
the decisions. 
It was agreed to do the £300 upgrade and see how it works, KB to speak to 
Caernarvon Cash Register Company to go through the details. 
 

2. Insurance 
Dealt with. 
 

3. MOJO 
 

This has been paid for cannot be implemented until the Membership Secretary has 
supplied an up to date list of members. TE to contact DH to insist on a list of members. 
 

 
 
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY 
 
Many members have not paid this year.  A letter/email should be sent asking for immediate 
payment or membership would be revoked and members would be reminded that on 
termination of membership they would not be able to fly the ensign. 
 
TE to formulate the email and send to DH to send out to non payers.   TE 
 
The application form does not have sufficient information for the Committee to decide on 
whether to accept a proposal.  We need to tighten up the process as it is against the rules for 
social members to propose – only voting members of 3 years standing can do this. 
 

TREASURER 

See Addendum 
 
 

Sailing Secretary Report  
 
1. CJ has a Club Group MSI number so on a weekend cruise all members can call on the 

group MSI and all talk together. 

2. Details for the MS Regattas – Sunday 23rd July will be a training day for all involved. 

3. Competitive Cruise scheduled for Saturday 22nd July.  List of entries required by 17th 

July.  Prizes required for 1st, 2nd, 3rd , Best dressed .                                                  JC 

Also for Rowers – ask SR. 

CJ to ask rowers to take times of sailing and rowing boats. 

3. Plas Menai 14th October - £30 per participant to be paid in advance. 

4. Course on Navigation training being written by John Summerfield. 

5. Model Boat event to be organised in the Dock early July – Richard Walker 

 

SOCIAL SECRETARY 
 
1. Quiz nights       Advertised in the weekly bulletin  



 

 

 

2. LaLa Rally – 15/16 July 2023 
 
4 Bar staff required 

6-8 Catering staff required. 

 
Graeme 
TE 

3. Joint Dinner Dance with RAYC 
 
Friday 5th April – weekend before Good Friday 

 

 
 
 

 
 
REGALIA 
 
New logo now available. 
 
 
ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
1. CASC application 

TE to call Liam to ask what he submitted to HMRC as they have asked for 
amendments.  Check Articles and Byelaws 
 

 
 
TE 

2. RYA Training Aids 
John Summerfield and Chris H Jones have asked for £400 to buy training 
aids for candidates on the course, which will be recovered when people join 
the course. This was approved. 
 

 
 

3. MS Regattas Social Programme 
Sarah Parker of RAYC is organising a social programme.  We advised her 
that RWYC will host the prize giving on Thursday and Friday with “light 
bites” 
 

 
TE 

4. Computer 
The computer needs work doing to make Zoom available. 
 

 
FS/CH 

 
 
Date of next meeting:  
 
Thursday 27th July 2023, at 19:00 in the clubhouse and on zoom 
 
 
Please note FOLLOWING ACTIONS LIST 
 
 

Actions 
 

1. Incorporation – list of directors required.  

2. List of assets on mezzanine TE/JE 

3. Building project – Roof inspection TE/BB 

4. Tegerty Bar improvement FS/EC 



 

 

5. Membership MOJO – List of members required DH 

6. Welsh translation for Honesty Box LP/BM 

7. Catering forms for outside caterers SR 

8. Accident report sheet inclusion in Operating Procedures TE 

9. CASC application – contact HMRC TE/KB 

10. Sea Cadets TE 

11. CADW TE 

12. PDSC joint venture TE/CJ 

13. Price for plastering FS 

14. Purchase of webcam FS 

15. Signage FS 

16. Car stickers and boat stickers FS & IP 

17. Rules for proposing new members TE 

18. New Cash register – advantages conveyed to Graeme KB 

19. Computer and Zoom improvement FS/CH 

20. Amend Constitution – Articles of Association – Byelaws for HMRC 
CASC application 

TE/KB 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 Agenda and Officers Reports to be issued to KB at least 4 days 
before the meeting. 

All 
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COMMODORES REPORT  
Health and Safety.  

Accident / Incident occurred 13 May 23 at 1900 during the public open day in support of the 

food festival, a heavily inebriated lady (a non-member) fell down the stairs and badly twisted 

her right ankle. A report has been prepared, our insurance brokers informed and provide with a 

copy of the report, they will advise our insurers. The report has been lodged on our data storage 

site. Our operations manual will need updating to record the procedure followed and add the 

report template. Suggest we need to add warning signage to main stair like spiral roof stair.  

Sea Cadets,  

We have received an approach via a member Mark Walton who is involved with the Holyhead 

Sea Cadets, to set up a branch in Caernarfon. The flag officers and Secretary held an 

exploratory zoom meeting with the Northern Area Commander (NAC) to explore the 

possibility of involving the RWYC, following a successful template used at the Royal 

Yorkshire YC. A visit by the NCA has been pencilled in for the 26 June to further explore the 

opportunity and meet with members of this committee.  

Incorporation. 

 CASA application made by Liam; Jane has contacted HMRC requesting a reference number. 

Names of Trustees on Land Registration documents will require amending. Asset transfer forms 

the following have been completed in draft: Rowing, Tegerty bar, external areas, landing and 

stairs, kitchen, lounge area, snooker room, typing to be completed- Mezzanine yet to be started.  



 

 

Flagpole/ Replacement  

Gaff. Harrisons have apologised for their very poor performance, explain that the person 

responsible has been placed on extended gardening leave due to several projects suffering the 

same problems as ours. The replacement gaff is due to be delivered Friday 23 June, a work 

party will be required.  

CADW/ Building Project.  

Investigation completed 23 and 24 May; Archaeologists excavation completed 22 to 25May. 

Architects work to commence end May – completion July. Scoping document to start 

negotiations with Antur Waunfawr for operational and access legal agreement has been 

completed and issued to Man Comm, AW and CADW for input, issued to RYA Legal Team 

whose comments have been incorporated. Structural Engineers / geotechnical reports received; 

Archaeologists report awaited.  

RYA Cymru Wales.  

First step an anonymous membership information gathering survey following RYA guidelines – 

first draft issued to Man Comm asking for volunteer to take on the detail questions.  

Port Dinorwic Sailing Club.  

During their recent visit PDSC floated the idea of a combined annual dinner dance at the Celtic 

Royal, this would have to be November 2024. Also, their sailing secretary suggested we should 

do ‘something ‘sailing wise together – whatever that may be! We need to foster good relations 

to get the two clubs working together.  

South Caernarfonshire Yacht Club  

Letter received from SCYC relating to their response to GCC 300% increase in council tax on 

second homes, asking if any of our members who may be affected would like to join their 

partition. I have sent a non-comital holding reply. 

Female Toilet Refurbishment 

 Scope extent of work and specification- cost to be sort, delayed to July/ August.  

Old Tables and chairs Four old chairs sold, round tables and a few old chairs moved to Tergerty 

bar, Richard Prichard may take ten with a donation to club funds, remaining chairs stored in 

Snooker room.  

Royal Patronage and Information Board Information board changes on hold until review of 

Royal Patronage thought the UK has been concluded by Buckingham Palace. We have received 

advice from the Ld. Lieutenant confirming the palace will contact us and we need to be patient 

until their review has been concluded. Letter received form Buckingham Place thanking us for 

our offering congratulations to Charles on his Coronation.  

Royal Perth YC - Australia Letter of introduction received from the Commodore RPYC for 

two members Mr and Mrs Kivleikes who wish to visit RW on 9 or 10 September 2023. I have 

confirmed we look forward to hosting them, requesting more detail near the time. 

te 19 05 2023 
top 

Secretary’s Report 
Replacement cash register, estimated costs: 

• To update existing till to accommodate a swipe card facility with the ability to monitor 

payments taken by various categories of membership and charge different rates for 

different classification of membership types. cost circa £300. See Rear Commodore’s 

suggestion re. pricing on special events/open days 

• As above including linking till to payment terminal and stock control. Circa £1200. 

• Recommend purchasing the £300 pound software update with card reader. 

Note, tax relief vis à vis CASC; HMRC require details of purchases from: Full, Social, and 

visitors. There are tax implications for Social members and Visitors. 



 

 

Letter to the King has been sent see copy 

Insurance 

We have now taken out insurance with Gallager’s, commencing one minute after midnight on 

26th May 2023. See policy details. 

Membership 

Mojo trial has run out, we have taken out a subscription for 500 members. It is now essential 

that an up-to-date list of members is provided and imported into this system in order to 

trial this system. 
top 

Treasurer’s Report 
Management Committee – 29th June 2023 

Financial Position: 

Business account    £      1,361.57 

Subs account     £  221.50 

Savings Account    £    55,792.52 

Fixed Term Investment account  £    60,000.00  

Petty Cash     £   46.77 

Total at Bank    £ 117,422.36     

NOTES:   
Since last meeting, larger amounts paid OUT include: 

£300 to ECO Green Heating – gents  

£390 to Eric Crowther – screen 

£3,113.64 to Gallagher Insurance Brokers (3 policies) 

£75.00 to Membershipmojo Ltd 

£235.00 to MW Rieveley for entrance way tiles 

£2,944.80 to HL Structural Engineers 

£900.00 to Ground Solve Ltd 

 

Since last meeting, amounts received IN  include : 

Easy Fundraising paid £24.24 

8 invoices for adverts in the Yearbook remain UNPAID totalling = £630.00 

An invoice has been sent to Belfield Software for £124.80 in respect of sponsorship for club 

house cushions. 

C2C and League Races have shown a profit of £1,400.00 (Sarah has seen the breakdown) less 

£140 now paid to PD SC for the support boat. 

PD SC event realised profit of £65.43. 
top 

Rear Commodore’s Report 
Building maintenance  

- New cistern may require monitoring / an electric valve regulator – that is a cost of 

circa £100 

- Quote received from John Stenson: 

Sand all railings and grind off rust patches. Treat rust patches with rust converter 

and then with red oxide paint. Undercoat all railings and then a topcoat of white 

gloss.  

Wall 

https://royalwelshyachtclub-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/secretary_royalwelshyachtclub_onmicrosoft_com/EUisNMnM7a9FiyppwXLee4cB1YSLyl0KAIjvG1q-FTKDWQ?e=t0VU4G
https://royalwelshyachtclub-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/secretary_royalwelshyachtclub_onmicrosoft_com/Ep4br530HoNIqFlcrVN_cpUB4-O561X2c4WQTepSVoYH-A?e=SKHoxo


 

 

Remove silicone from top of lead flashing, re fill with Leadmate. Coat wall with 

Polycoat Stoneguard. If the wall still leaks afterwards it would need to be re rendered by 

a plasterer. 

If I have to pay in the car park, I would need to add the cost to the bill.  

Labour and materials - £1,107.00 

 

Suggest we just go ahead with the wall after establishing the cost. The main labour 

was to do with the railings I was told.  

Organise a work party to do it ourselves? 

 

- CCTV system – new camera records video and sound. Suggest we get another one 

overlooking the stairs leading from the front doors, could use the cable coming from 

the halogen light. Cost of camera is around £40. We can fit ourselves. Thanks are 

due to Mark Walton for donating the existing camera.  

 

- Keith Belfield provides some of the signage required in the club (CCTV, liability 

exclusion, wet surface) 

 

-  

Food festival – thank you for all volunteers who endured that day. 

- Training on bar is required for volunteers – that would include the till and card 

terminal operation.  

- In future events of such scale, we would have to man the doors and make sure that 

any volunteers are not overworked – shifts and more staff plus someone waiting in 

the wings when it gets busy. 

- Suggest putting the prices up during such events for non-members to be in-line with 

other establishments – circa £5 per pint.  

 

Other  

- Stickers – vinyl with the new club logo on – 500pcs were around £70 mark, 250pcs 

were slightly less at around £55, we could sell them as regalia quid a pop, 4’’ 

diameter in colour – can we order these? 

- Whaly boat – the CHT refused to sign a contract quoting too many lines they could 

get snagged onto. Met the HM about that and they assured me that they will still bail 

out and watch after the boat and agreed to keep both the keys and the log and issue 

the keys only to the named persons from the list we will provide. CHT has no need 

to use the boat owing to the fact they have their own craft at disposal. Should they 

use the boat in emergency they would do so on their own risk and would be liable 

and pay for any damage.  

- My long stint at the bar is now over and God I am happy that Graeme is back behind 

as of this Friday. I did enjoy it but it really is a bigger job that it seems if you do it 

every night. I would like to thank all the paid hands and volunteers who were there 

when we needed them: Chris and Fi, Mark and Natalia, Debbie, Malcolm, Iwan and 

Sarah. We’ve had two big events and I think that all in all, although mistakes were 

made, we have managed the bar as a team without any major incidents (called the 

ambulance three times during my shifts – but only one incident took place on our 

premises).  

-  

- Keith and Iwan should get a mention in dispatches for dragging the incapacitated 

gentleman to the toilet and bravely sitting him on the loo. 
top 



 

 

 

Sailing Secretary 
 

CJ agreed to add a note regarding the RWYC Group MMSI number – acquired for the Club by 

Harrison Jones -to the next weekly Bulletin encouraging all skippers to add it to their VHF 

radios. 

 

3. MS Regattas  

– the list of volunteers for this year’s Regattas was reviewed and approved.  

- a  training session was agreed for all volunteers on Sun July 23rd at 1100  

- TE / CJ to check with Sarah re rowing arrangements for this year ie course, start times, race 

management. 

- Trophies – check who holds trophies from last year and confirm returns TE/ EC 

- Prizes – CJ / EC to check current stock on Sat July 1st and decide on any further purchases 

required.  

- BB has sourced slate coaster prizes from Inigo Jones, min purchase 100 (£250). Needs 

approval at Man Comm. 

- EC to make a ‘No Alcohol’ sign for the foot of the stairs up the tower. 

- Iwan RJ agreed to monitor race events from DV tower and communicate with Safety Officer 

on CH 37 

- TE to send Regatta application doc to CHT and obtain a copy of Club insurance Cert from KB 

- EC to provide Class course boards and set up Go Pro to video the races. 

 

4. Competitive Cruise 

- July 22nd, HW 1330 / 4.9m, Gate down 1102, Start 1130, course as last year to Plas Newydd 

and back with a running start. 

- yellow speed limit buoys off Plas Newydd to be used as turning marks – marks left to port 

- the same RYA NHC handicap system to be used as last year. 

- Rowers ( Sarah) to be asked to provide race officials taking start and finish times for each 

entry. 

- All details to be entered in next week’s Bulletin with a request for entries by July 17th to be 

sent to TE or CJ 

 

5. Plas Menai J80 Mini series. 

- Booked for October 14th 

- RYA to provide 50% financial support which reduces costs to £120 per boat (£30 per crew) 

- Closing date for participants August 31st 

- -£30 per participant required in advance + details of refreshments required. 

 

6. Training Programme 

- Club subscription to the Outdoor Partnership has been paid 

- KB to put out a call for members interested in attending a First Aid or VHF course in the next 

Bulletin so that we can apply to OP for a date and funding approval. 

- JS and CHJ putting together a Navigation Training course for submission to RYA in order to 

get RYA Training Establishment approval. 

- above to run as evening classes 

 

7. Model yacht racing 

- a further session to organized in the Dock during gate up by TE and RW either July 7/8th or 

later in the month. 



 

 

- TE to confirm in weekly Bulletin. 

 

- EC raised the possibility of the PD Regatta race starting in Caernarfon – further discussion 

needed 

- Flag pole gaff to be replaced by EC, CJ, + 4 on Sat July 8th at 1030 

- Regatta prize stock to be checked after the above. 

- whereabouts of the Club vhf to be determined and future storage confirmed. 

- Sailing Sec, Treasurer and possibly Mem Sec posts for next year need to be considered asap. 

 

8. Date of next meeting:  

Wednesday July 26th 1830 on Zoom 

top 

SOCIAL SECRETARY REPORT.  
 
JUNE 2023 Events since last meeting The PDSC event was changed at the last minute to the 
later date in June. There was a volunteer team available for the first date but none of these 
were available for the second date. By good fortune Tom and Jan were back home from their 
cruise in company and took up the reins.  
 
* I’m sure they may wish to report themselves on the response of those they catered for. As 
finding volunteers can prove difficult my thoughts are to suggest that for these events in future, 
we offer PDSC the use of our facilities and for them to find their own volunteers to do the 
catering.  
 
* The MC may wish to discuss this idea. Quizzes - it does seem a struggle to find quiz 
deliverers over the summer. 
 
* I would suggest giving the quiz nights a rest during July and August.  
 
Events scheduled La-La Rally. Now confirmed that catering is required on the evening of 
Friday 15 July. Fortuitously, Fi Jones is “at home” and has volunteered to take this on. The 
numbers expected could be as many as 90! I have asked the question as to whether this event 
should be catered for out of house but on this occasion, Fi is happy to continue as planned. 
Fingers crossed that Fi will find the volunteers needed for such a sizeable event. I will keep in 
touch with Fi and help from a distance. (I am in Portugal that weekend!)  
 
As far as I am aware the only other planned social event is the AGM dinner and dance in 
November, and all is in hand so far. Other items Joint Dinner Dance proposal. Sarah Parker 
(RAYC) has informed me that 2024 is the 200th anniversary of the RNLI and there will be a 
host of events in recognition and celebration yet to be confirmed. She and I have agreed to 
look for venues for a dinner dance in April 2024 with a view to making it a “Celebration of the 
Strait” to include all marine related clubs/agencies in the area. At present I have pencilled in a 
booking at the Celtic Royal for Friday 5 April. This is the only date they had free in April, 
although they are checking the validity of other bookings that month. The weekend before is 
Good Friday/Easter Monday.  
 
*It will need the MC to agree that we will continue to think along these lines. Other items are in 
being paused until I return in September unless there is an urgent need for them to be 
actioned sooner. Linda Park. 
top 

The membership update, from the previous report  
Current membership status 



 

 

========================= 

No outstanding balance 

---------------------- 

122 senior 

64 full 

57 social 

11 honorary 

7 overseas 

----------- 

261 total 

Outstanding balances 

-------------------- 

17 social 

11 senior 

9 full 

3 overseas 

1 cadet 

---------- 

41 total 

No new applications this month. Hi Tom/Keith, 
  

Membership, late report 
 

Sorry for the slow response getting these numbers to you. Using the current 

payments records (i.e. including those who haven't paid for this year yet) 

we have: 

  

135/308 Gwynedd (44%) 

182/308 LL postcode area (59%) 

  

Excluding those who haven't fully paid this year we have: 

  

121/270 Gwynedd (45%) 

159/270 LL postcode area (59%) 

  

I'm not sure what the cut-offs are here, but these calculations are based on 

the number of memberships. We have a peculiar situation in that some 

memberships are actually two adults and even though there's no increased 

payment made they could possibly count twice in the above calculations. I 

don't have time to work it out just now but let me know if those numbers 

would be useful. 

  

I'm afraid I'm not able to attend the meeting tonight - I've been working 

away all week apart from last night and this morning and and have to head 

off again shortly. 

  

Below is the membership update - apologies for not sending it earlier. 

  

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP UPDATE 

  

The breakdown of payments outstanding is: 

  

270 fully paid up or in credit (88%) 

2 owe £5 

2 owe £20 

1 owes £40 



 

 

12 owe £50 (4% social members who've made no payment) 

11 owe £60 (4% senior members who've made no payment) 

1 owes £85 

9 owe £120 (3% full members who've made no payment) 

  

At the last last meeting there was discussion of help with phoning people to 

ask for payments. I'm afraid I promptly forgot who'd offered so if that's 

still possible I'd be grateful for a reminder. 

  

APPLICATIONS 

  

We have an application for full membership from Ian Smith of Chorlton, 

proposed by Frank Smykowski and seconded by Iwan Rees-Jones for 

consideration and voting. He's described as having made "a great 

contribution to the club's social fabric throughout". 

  

FOR DISCUSSION 

  

I don't know whether it's a more general problem, but I've had the 

impression that sometimes applications are being proposed or seconded by 

somebody who happens to be in the club at the same time as the applicant, 

doesn't really know them but feels that it would be awkward not to agree. I 

wondered whether this is something that's been noticed by others and whether 

anyone has any ideas of what might be done to help, perhaps in terms of the 

application process? 

  

Best wishes, 

  

Daniel. 

--- 
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Rowing Report 
update June’23 

May was a relatively quiet month for the rowers with the highlight being the trip to France, to 

the Semaine du Golfe in Morbihan. Two Celtic boats were entered in this 5 day festival held in 

Brittany, 12 rower made the trip.  

 

Keith did work on the double trailer to ensure true and roadworthy in preparation for the trip to 

France. 

 

The gelcoat reviver (marine polytron) worked really well on Elen 58, being both quick and easy 

to apply and giving a shiny renovated look.  

 

Elen 58 has worn a hole in the bow area, which means water is leaking into the front buoyancy 

chamber (not attributable to any particular incident, likely due to general wear and tear over the 

years). This has been temporarily fixed with epoxy glue and duck tape and needs further 

inspection to ascertain whether it can be repaired in house or will need a professional job. 

 

David has made good use of the Virus yoles, logging 5 outings in May. 

The second yole is available for the two yoles to go out together, Kate and Lois have both taken 

this up. 

 

We have a new (or is it an old one, renovated) launching trolley courtesy of Brian. 



 

 

 

Brian has also done some restorative work on Uther, let’s hope the settled summery weather 

hold long enough for us to organise an outing in Uther, possibly to Abermenai. 

 

Regular Sunday morning rows have resumed with enjoyable outings every week.  

Monday evening has become training night with the aim to focus on technique and power and 

there have been a couple of early morning outings. 

 

We plan to take one boat to the Great River Race in London in September/ 
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Angie Laing 25.6.23 

 

APPENDIX 1 
 

RWYC SEA CADETS NOTES FROM 26 JUNE MEETING 
Attending; Charles Bagot-Jewitt – NW Area Commander, Mark Walton, Tom Edge. 

Objective: for CB-J and MW to assess the suitability of the Snooker room and Tergerty Bar, 

for assembly and classroom respectively. 

Conclusion: Tergerty acceptable as classroom, Snooker room needs to address the issue of; 

cellar barrel management, storage space for Sea Cadets equipment – life jackets/ uniforms etc 

and RW storage requirements for tables and general items. A compromise will be necessary, 

possibly installing a mezzanine floor or an accessible commercial racking system on each wall 

(this is an afterthought).  

Some carful design and thought needs to be developed to maximise the use of the space, for 

beer barrels and bins. 

General Observations. 

Unit should be formed as a charitable trust – with trusties, with Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, 

Fund raiser etc. Look to include at least one local councillor.  

Establish contacts with Caernarfon Harbour Trust, Coastguard, Harbourmaster, Plas Menai, 

Gwynedd CC, Royal Town of Caernarfon Council – Youth Services  

Start with Junior cadets 10 to 12 year. 

CRB checking essential for all- organised by Marine Society / Sea Cadets? – online process. 

Exiting CRB checks cannot be transferred. 

Consider Plas Menai as base for eventual dinghy sailing base. 

Possible rowing from Victoria Dock for juniors, with access to RWYC British rowing coaches.  

Issue to resolve with Flags/ Colours/ Parading – provision? – MW. 

Guillemot Trust – TE to make introduction Dave Massey to CB-J. 

Development officers to be allocated to RWYC by CB-J. 

RYWC Management Committee to consider – questions to be logged and referred to CB-J and 

MW. 
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RESPONSE TO GWYNEDD COUNCIL CONSULTATION ON INCREASING 

THE COUNCIL TAX PREMIUM ON SECOND HOMES AND LONG TERM 

EMPTY PROPERTIES  
This Response is submitted to Gwynedd Council (“Council”) by and on behalf of each 

of the persons (“Responders”) to whom the two emails to the Council dated                       

[     ] October 2022 to which this Response is attached is copied. The total number of 

Responders is 229 as at today’s date all of whom object to the Premium.  

Background  

 

The Council states that it is consulting “to gather the views of Gwynedd tax payers, 
homeowners and others” on how the Council should respond to the change in 
legislation that increases the maximum Council Tax Premium (“Premium”) it can impose 

from the current 100% up to 300%. All of the Responders fall within those classes of persons 

and therefore have a locus standi to make representations to the Council. In addition, all of the 

Responders have an interest in a property or business in Gwynedd although this is not a 

necessary qualification to making representations which the Council must consider  

The history to the concept of the Premium in Wales is set out in the Council’s documents 

concerning the Consultation. In brief, the Council has power to impose a surcharge of up to 

300% of the Council Tax payable in respect of long-term empty dwellings and dwellings 

occupied periodically (the latter meaning that (a) there is no resident in the dwelling and (b) the 

dwelling is substantially furnished) provided that the Council exercises its powers lawfully. In 

order to satisfy this requirement, the Council is obliged to hold a consultation and to make a fair 

decision. The Responders contend that the Council must give full and fair consideration to the 

matters raised in this Response and must reach a fair decision after taking proper account of and 

giving due weight to those matters.  

In its key points for consideration, the Council makes reference to the provisions of the 

Guidance on the Implementation of Council Tax Premiums on Long-Term Empty 
Homes and Second Homes in Wales issued by the Welsh Government in 2016. Paragraph 

20 of the Guidance states:-  

“The discretion given to local authorities to charge a premium is intended to be a tool to help 

local authorities to:  

• bring long-term empty homes back into use to provide safe, secure and affordable 

homes; and   

• support local authorities in increasing the supply of affordable housing and enhancing 

the sustainability of local communities.”  

 top 
 

Absence of Information Concerning Effect of Earlier Premium  

 

It is necessary, therefore, to consider whether or not an increase in the Premium will achieve the 

two objectives set out in paragraph 20. The first increase in the Premium was an increase of 

50% which took effect from 1 April 2018. A second increase of a further 50% (then making 

100% in total) took effect from 1 April 2021. The question which then arises is whether or not 

these increases had any of the effects set out in paragraph 20 or not. Unfortunately, the Council 

does not set out in the documents it is relying on any proper answer to this. In order to 

determine whether or not the objectives have been met, it is necessary to know how many long-

term empty homes existed in the years ended 31 March 2018 and 31 March 2021 and how 

many fewer existed in the following periods. In addition, it is also necessary to know the 



 

 

increase in the number of affordable homes during the same periods. Whilst it is recognised that 

the Guidance is for guidance only, it is submitted that the Council should not depart from the 

Guidance without clear evidence in support of it doing so. On the basis of the documents relied 

on by the Council, no such evidence exists. The number of long-term empty homes and the 

increase in the number of affordable homes in the period mentioned above is critical 

information which should have been made available to possible objectors, including the 

Respondents, in the Consultation documents. It is a serious omission in the 
Consultation process that this has information has not been included. It is 
submitted that any decision on the Premium should be deferred until this 
information is provided to the Responders and other objectors and a period of 
28 days allowed for their responses.  
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Absence of Evidence of Shortage of Homes for Local People  

 

Paragraph 21 of the Guidance states that in considering whether or not to charge a premium, 

regard should be given to the aims in paragraph 20 and that authorities should take into account 

the particular housing need and circumstances in their area. Whilst the documents relied 
on by the Council mention generally, on numerous occasions, that there is a 
shortage of homes for local people, evidence in support of this is not provided. 

Instead, the assumption is made that because, in the Abersoch area at least, there are a 

significant number of second homes, there is a shortage of homes for local people. It may be a 

generally held view locally and elsewhere that there is such a shortage but when a potentially 

punitive measure such as the Premium is being considered, those who may be affected by it if it 

is implemented are entitled to expect clear and unequivocal evidence of the facts relied on to 

support its implementation such as the number of local people unable to find a house and how 

long they have been looking. The absence of that evidence is further reason for the 
Premium not to be implemented. It is submitted that any decision on the 
Premium should be deferred until this information is provided to the Responders 
and other objectors and a period of 28 days allowed for their responses.  
An additional and material factor to be taken into account is that between 1991 and  

2020, the percentage of second and holiday homes in Gwynedd has increased from 10.45% 

(5704 homes) to 10.77% (6849 homes) (paragraph 9.10 of the report entitled Managing the 
use of dwellings as holiday homes (December 2020) by Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint 

Planning Policy Service). This increase is not material in statistical terms over that period and 

in reality represents more or less no change which in turn leads to the conclusion that the 

present number of holiday homes is not the factor in any unavailability of homes for local 

people. The real problem is that  sufficient new affordable housing stock has not 
been been built to accommodate demand over that period of time.   
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Detrimental Effect on Local Communities of the Premium  

 

Paragraph 22 of the Guidance sets out a range of factors which could help local authorities in 

deciding whether to charge a Premium. These include the potential impact on local economies 

and the tourism industry. These are major factors in the Abersoch area and also in 
several other areas in Gwynedd (e.g. Aberdaron, Nefyn, Cricieth and Porthmadog and 

their environs). Many of the local businesses could not survive without the economic 

contribution made by visitors. A substantial number of businesses in and around 
Abersoch and in Llyn generally rely on both visitors and second home owners in 
order to be viable. Many of the visitors and second home owners have been visiting the area 



 

 

for many years extending quite often through two or three generations. Local businesses vary 

from providing holiday accommodation to the services needed by holiday makers and home 

owners including second home owners. Typically these services include cleaning, gardening, 

painting and decorating, joinery, building and electrical work amongst others. In addition, the 

local shops, pubs and restaurants rely heavily on second home owners as well as other visitors 

and many have a loyal clientele welcoming return visitors and second home owners year after 

year. Second home owners generally visit several times a year and many choose to visit outside 

the main holiday periods in addition which leads to a longer season for local businesses helping 

them to maintain their viability. Imposing the Premium sends out a message to those intending 

to spend their money in the locality that they are not wanted. Unfortunately this message is 

emphasised at the moment by reports that the Welsh Government is considering imposing a 

tourist tax. The Premium, if imposed, will inevitably result in second home owners, 
the most loyal return visitors, reducing their expenditure in Abersoch and Llyn 
to the financial detriment of the local businesses. Some may not be able to 
continue in business with the consequent loss of jobs. This is a very real danger.  
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Negative Effect of New Short-term Letting Scheme  

 

In an endeavour to avoid the current Council tax premium, which is seen as punitive even 

without any possible increase, quite a number of second home owners have made their 

properties available for short term holiday lets through local letting agencies. At the moment, 

provided that the property is let for at least 70 nights in any 12 month period and is available for 

letting for at least 140 nights during that period, business rates are charged on it and not Council 

tax. In practice, this means that many such properties pay nil business rates with a loss of 

income to the Council. In an apparent endeavour to reduce this loss to Councils, the position 

with effect from 1 April 2023 will be that to qualify for business rates, a property must be let 

for at least 182 days in any 12 month period and available for let for at least 252 days in each 

such period. Local letting agents consider that these requirements are not achievable other than 

in exceptional cases (see the email dated 4 October 2022 from Messrs. Beresford Adams in 

Appendix 1). Put simply, the holiday season in Abersoch and its environs does not extend to 

182 days in any 12 month period and therefore this change will not result in more short term 

lets despite that being one of its objectives. It should be noted that the number of guest house 

and hotel rooms in Abersoch is very limited and is unable to meet demand for holiday 

accommodation by quite a margin. From an economic point of view, there is a very 
strong argument that leaving the rules as they are currently would produce more 
short term lets, more holiday accommodation becoming available, more visitors 
and greater expenditure by those visitors in the local businesses.   
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Holiday and Retirement Homes in Abersoch  

 

The development of Cae Du Village in Abersoch provided many houses and bungalows 

available for purchase. There are a number of existing owners of properties on Cae Du who 

bought off-plan or from the developers when they were originally built. Many of these people 

recall that these properties were built as second and retirement homes and were 
bought as such. Unfortunately, with the long passage of time since then the evidence of that 

is now limited. However, Messrs. Beresford Adams, well-known land and property agents 

operating throughout North Wales and elsewhere, through their office in Abersoch was 

involved in the sales at the time and has been able to provide substantiation of this. An 



 

 

advertisement by Messrs. Beresford Adams which appeared on page 16 in the Cheshire 

Observer dated 28 March 1975 mentions the properties for sale in Cae Du, Abersoch amongst 

others. The properties in Cae Du are described as “an architect designed 
development of holiday and retirement homes”. An email dated 10 October 2022 from 

Messrs. Beresford Adams (set out in Appendix 1) corroborates that the properties in Cae Du 

were built as holiday and retirement homes. There has not been sufficient time to obtain the 

consent of the copyright holder to reproduce the relevant page of the Cheshire Observer 

although that page was available online at the time of writing this Response. The email dated 10 

October 2022 from Messrs. Beresford Adams also provides evidence that the Cae Du properties 

were offered to local people at the time at a reduced price but only one couple took up the offer 

so the rest were sold as second homes. It is inequitable and unconscionable, to say the 
least, that people who bought the properties in good faith as second or 
retirement homes at that time should now be penalised for having done so. A 

number of properties on the Cae Du Estate which were bought at that time are still in the 

ownership of the same families. It is similarly inequitable to penalise people who have bought 

other properties as second or retirement homes elsewhere in the Council area. All these people 
have invested themselves and their money in the future of Abersoch and the 
Gwynedd area and should be rewarded for helping to provide jobs for local 
people and generally increasing the prosperity of the area instead of being 
penalised.  

The real answer to providing more local homes for local people where needed is for the Council 

to ensure through its planning and other processes that sufficient affordable homes are 

available. For some reason, no evidence is provided in the Consultation 

documents of the number of affordable homes (or other homes for local people) 

which the Council has procured in Gwynedd or Abersoch and its environs for 

each of the years ending on 31 March from 2016 to 2022 inclusive. Furthermore, 

no evidence is provided of the number of people in Gwynedd or Abersoch and 

its environs who are unable to find affordable homes. This is critical information 

which should have been made available to possible objectors, including the Respondents, in the 

Consultation documents. It is a serious omission in the Consultation process that 

this has information has not been included. It is submitted that any decision on 

the Premium should be deferred until this information is provided to the 

Responders and other objectors and a period of 28 days allowed for their 

responses.  
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Consequences for Second Home Owners and the Economy  

 

The question must arise as to whether or not this is the time to even consider imposing the 

Premium. The national economy is currently facing sky high energy costs, substantial increases 

in mortgage rates and inflation at a rate not experienced by many people in their lifetime. The 

consequences of these will be felt by most people one way or another including second home 

owners in Abersoch and its environs and Gwynedd generally. It is the case that a number of 

second home owners, which may well be significant but there has not been time to conduct a 

poll, are elderly and on fixed incomes and therefore will face difficulty in meeting substantially 

increased costs of living from fixed incomes. The Premium, if levied at the maximum rate 

permitted by law, would result in a Band E property (nearly the lowest Band) having to pay 

Council tax in a sum in excess of £9,000 per annum. This could mean bankruptcy for elderly 



 

 

owners on fixed incomes. No consideration has been given to ability to pay the Premium. The 
Consultation documents do not even consider this very material issue.  
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Lack of Information regarding Steps Taken by the Council to Procure Land for Local 

Homes  

 

The Consultation documents do not contain any information about steps taken by the  

Council to procure land for local homes or to bring long-term empty houses back into 

residential use. Local authorities have substantial powers (including both compulsory purchase 

and planning) to procure and secure development for housing. It is accepted that these matters 

are not always straightforward but there is no evidence that they have been considered or tried. 

Elvins Estate Agency in its letter dated 10 October 2022 to the Council ( a copy of which is set 

out in Appendix 2) identifies an area of 20.55 acres of land in the Abersoch area, which is 

within the jurisdiction of Gwynedd Council, for sale at a guide price of £300,000. This 

represents a price of £14,600 per acre and at a housing density of 10 houses per acre, a usual 

density for housing developments after making allowance for land required for infrastructure, 

represents a price of £1,460 per house compared with the more usual figure of £50,000 per 

house. This site alone could provide for about 150 houses which it is submitted would go a long 

way towards solving any problem of insufficient housing for local people and, indeed, might 

solve any such problem altogether. There are likely to be other such opportunities 
elsewhere within the Council area.  
It is pertinent to ask how many affordable houses and/or houses for local 

people, and where they are, have been constructed in the area administered by 

the Council in each of the ten years from 1 April 2012 to the present year. Whilst 

the number might be somewhat fewer in the last three years because of the coronavirus 

pandemic, if the annual number of such houses is low, this would suggest that the demand is 

low. Again, for some reason this information, which is very relevant, is not included in the 

Consultation documents. Again, because of its relevance, it is submitted that any 

decision on the Premium should be deferred until this information is provided to 

the Responders and other objectors and a period of 28 days allowed for their 

responses.  
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Effect on Local Economy of Reducing Stock of Holiday Homes  

 

Sam Rowlands, MS for North Wales, in a press release issued on 5 October 2022 (see 

Appendix 4), highlights that overall in Wales, only 1.4% of properties are classified as second 

homes,   

that tourism in Wales accounts for 17.6% of gross domestic product and employs over 12% of 

residents in Wales. He also highlights that in some areas, such as Abersoch, second homes and 

holiday houses are significantly higher than other more rural areas. It is inevitable that areas 

such as Abersoch which have invested heavily in the tourism industry over a long period of 

time (since before the Second World War in the case of Abersoch) will have a much greater 

proportion of second and holiday homes as that is what supports the local economy and 

provides work for local residents. This is not something to be denigrated but to be encouraged 

and supported. Reducing the number or availability of second and holiday homes 



 

 

can only result in time in a contraction of the local economy and a reduction in 
jobs in an area which has little realistic prospect of replacing those jobs or 
providing other job opportunities.  

Whilst it is accepted that the number of second and holiday homes in the Abersoch area is high 

compared with other localities, the prosperity of the Abersoch area much exceeds that of other 

localities for that very reason. This benefits the local people to an extent which is envied by 

those in less fortunate regions. The overriding political objective should be to 
increase the prosperity of the less fortunate areas and not to reduce that of the 
more prosperous ones. It is accepted that returning long-term empty homes into use is a 

policy to be supported and it may be, although this Response does not express any view on this 

point, imposing a Premium on those properties may assist that policy. However, the imposition 

of the Premium on second and holiday homes in areas more or less wholly reliant on tourism is 

likely to kill the goose which has laid both an economic and employment golden egg in each of 

many preceding years and will continue to do so in future years if allowed.   

Abersoch District Tourist & Traders Association considers that that the Premium 

will be very detrimental to their businesses and is wholly opposed to it. A 

statement by the Association is set out in Appendix 5.  
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Legal Issues  

 

It is necessary to consider also whether the Premium itself and also its imposition is lawful. 

Article 1 of the First Protocol of the European Convention on Human Rights (which has been 

enacted into English law by the Human Rights Act 1998) states:-  

“Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No 

one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to the 

conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of international law.  

The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right of the State to enforce 

such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general 

interest or to secure payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.”  
It is well settled that as an exception to the fundamental rights set out in the first paragraph of 

Article 1, taxation must be imposed according to law, taxation measures must 
pursue a legitimate purpose and that the means employed are reasonable and 
proportionate to achieve the ends involved. In other words, there must be a fair balance 

between the demands of the general interest of the community and the requirements of the 
protection of the individual’s fundamental rights.  

The question therefore arises as to whether or not increasing the Premium form 100% to a 

higher figure up to possibly 300% meets those requirements. It is submitted that it clearly fails 

to do so for at least the following reasons:-  

(a) no account is taken of a taxpayer’s ability to pay. It is fundamental to the fair and 

proportionate imposition of tax that the ability of a taxpayer to meet his liability is 

properly and reasonably weighed in determining the rate or amount of tax he must pay.   

(b) The Council tax bands for houses reflect the general ability of persons in houses within 

those bands to be able to pay the relevant Council tax i.e. the rate of Council tax 

payable increases through the tax bands and people buy houses within a tax band they 

can afford. Any Premium has the practical effect of removing a house into another, 

higher, tax band and in many cases, several tax bands higher.   

(c) no distinction is made between long-term empty homes and second homes. Second 

homes and their owners generally make a valuable contribution to their locality for the 



 

 

reasons outlines earlier in this Response whereas longterm empty homes generally do 

not. The Premium takes no account of that.  

For all the reasons set out in this Response, the Responders object to the 

imposition of the Premium and contend that imposing the Premium (or 

increasing it from its current level) is not reasonable or proportionate to achieve 

the ends involved.  

Prior to submission to the Council of this Response, two Freedom of Information requests 

(copies of which are set out in Appendix 3) have been made for  information which the 

Responders contend is material to their submissions. These requests were submitted promptly 

after the Council issued its Consultation. At the date of submission of this Response to the 

Council, the relevant information has not been supplied. Accordingly, the Responders reserve 

the right to make such further submissions as they consider necessary when that information is 

to hand. In addition, the Responders contend that that any decision on the 
Premium should be deferred until that information is provided in writing to the 
Responders and other objectors and a period of 28 days allowed for their 
responses.  
Dated:  

  

(Signed)..................................................................................  

As Agent for and on behalf of the Responders  
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